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All Verb 7s- C 

CABBAGE AABBCEG to steal (to take without right or permission) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

CABBING ABBCGIN CAB, to take or drive taxicab [v] 

CABINED ABCDEIN CABIN, to live in cabin (roughly built house) [v] 

CABLING ABCGILN CABLE, to fasten with cable (heavy rope) [v] 

CACHETS ACCEHST CACHET, to print design on envelope [v] 

CACHING ACCGHIN CACHE, to store in hiding place [v] 

CACKLED ACCDEKL CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CACKLES ACCEKLS CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CADDIED ACDDDEI CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CADDIES ACDDEIS CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CADENCE ACCDEEN to make rhythmic [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CADGING ACDGGIN CADGE, to get by begging [v] 

CAJOLED ACDEJLO CAJOLE, to persuade by flattery [v] 

CAJOLES ACEJLOS CAJOLE, to persuade by flattery [v] 

CALCIFY ACCFILY to harden (to make hard) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CALCINE ACCEILN to reduce to calx by heat [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CALIPER ACEILPR to use type of measuring device [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALKING ACGIKLN CALK, to caulk (to make seams of ship watertight) [v] 

CALLING ACGILLN CALL, to summon (to order to appear) [v] 

CALLOUS ACLLOSU to make or become hard [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CALMING ACGILMN CALM, to make calm [v] 

CALQUED ACDELQU CALQUE, to model word's meaning upon that of analogous word in another language [v] 

CALQUES ACELQSU CALQUE, to model word's meaning upon that of analogous word in another language [v] 

CALUMNY ACLMNUY to make false and malicious accusation [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

CALVING ACGILNV CALVE, to give birth to calf [v] 

CAMBERS ABCEMRS CAMBER, to arch slightly [v] 

CAMCORD ACCDMOR to videotape with portable camera [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAMEOED ACDEEMO CAMEO, to portray in sharp, delicate relief [v] 

CAMPING ACGIMNP CAMP, to live in open [v] 

CANALED AACDELN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

CANCELS ACCELNS CANCEL, to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v] 

CANDIED ACDDEIN CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

CANDIES ACDEINS CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

CANDLED ACDDELN CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANDLES ACDELNS CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANKERS ACEKNRS CANKER, to affect with ulcerous sores [v] 

CANNING ACGINNN CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [v] 

CANNONS ACNNNOS CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v] 

CANTERS ACENRST CANTER, to ride horse at moderate pace [v] 

CANTING ACGINNT CANT, to tilt or slant [v] 

CANTONS ACNNOST CANTON, to divide into cantons (districts) [v] 

CANVASS AACNSSV to examine thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CAPERED ACDEEPR CAPER, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

CAPICHE ACCEHIP to capisce [v] (2018) 

CAPPING ACGINPP CAP, to provide with cap (type of head covering) [v] 
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CAPSIZE ACEIPSZ to overturn (to turn over) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CAPSULE ACELPSU to condense into brief form [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CAPTAIN AACINPT to lead or command [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAPTION ACINOPT to provide with title [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAPTURE ACEPRTU to take by force or cunning [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CARACOL AACCLOR to caracole (to perform half turn on horse) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

CARAVAN AAACNRV to travel in group [v -NNED, -NED, -NNING, -NING, -S] 

CARDING ACDGINR CARD, to provide with card (stiff piece of paper) [v] 

CAREENS ACEENRS CAREEN, to lurch while moving [v] 

CAREERS ACEERRS CAREER, to go at full speed [v] 

CARHOPS ACHOPRS CARHOP, to serve customers at drive-in restaurant [v] 

CARJACK AACCJKR to steal vehicle from its driver by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARKING ACGIKNR CARK, to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [v] 

CARNIFY ACFINRY to form into flesh [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CAROLED ACDELOR CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROMED ACDEMOR CAROM, to collide with and rebound [v] 

CAROUSE ACEORSU to engage in carousal [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CARPETS ACEPRST CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

CARPING ACGINPR CARP, to find fault unreasonably [v] 

CARPOOL ACLOOPR to take turns driving group of commuters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARRIED ACDEIRR CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

CARRIES ACEIRRS CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

CARROMS ACMORRS CARROM, to carom (to collide with and rebound) [v] 

CARTING ACGINRT CART, to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle) [v] 

CARTONS ACNORST CARTON, to pack in cardboard box [v] 

CARTOON ACNOORT to sketch cartoon (humorous representation) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARVING ACGINRV CARVE, to form by cutting [v] 

CASCADE AACCDES to fall like waterfall [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CASEATE AACEEST to become cheesy [v -D, -TING, -S 

CASHIER ACEHIRS to dismiss in disgrace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CASHING ACGHINS CASH, to convert into cash (ready money) [v] 

CASKETS ACEKSST CASKET, to place in casket (burial case) [v] 

CASKING ACGIKNS CASK, to store in cask (strong barrel) [v] 

CASTING ACGINST CAST, to throw with force [v] 

CASTLED ACDELST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CASTLES ACELSST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CATALOG AACGLOT to classify information descriptively [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATCALL AACCLLT to deride by making shrill sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATCHES ACCEHST CATCH, to capture after pursuit [v] 

CATERED ACDEERT CATER, to provide food and service for [v] 

CATFISH ACFHIST to deceive using false online persona [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CATHECT ACCEHTT to invest with psychic energy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATNAPS AACNPST CATNAP, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

CATTING ACGINTT CAT, to hoist anchor to cathead [v] 

CAULKED ACDEKLU CAULK, to make seams of ship watertight [v] 

CAUSING ACGINSU CAUSE, to bring about [v] 
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CAUTION ACINOTU to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAVEATS AACESTV CAVEAT, to enter type of legal notice [v] 

CAVERNS ACENRSV CAVERN, to hollow out [v] 

CAVILED ACDEILV CAVIL, to carp (to find fault unreasonably) [v] 

CAVORTS ACORSTV CAVORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

CEASING ACEGINS CEASE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CEILING CEGIILN CEIL, to furnish with ceiling [v] 

CELLARS ACELLRS CELLAR, to store in underground room [v] 

CELLING CEGILLN CELL, to store in honeycomb [v] 

CEMENTS CEEMNST CEMENT, to bind firmly [v] 

CENSING CEGINNS CENSE, to perfume with incense [v] 

CENSORS CENORSS CENSOR, to delete objectionable word or passage [v] 

CENSURE CEENRSU to criticize severely [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CENTERS CEENRST CENTER, to place at center (midpoint) [v] 

CENTRED CDEENRT CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CENTRES CEENRST CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CERTIFY CEFIRTY to confirm (to assure validity of) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CESSING CEGINSS CESS, to tax or assess [v] 

CHAFFED ACDEFFH CHAFF, to poke fun at [v] 

CHAFFER ACEFFHR to bargain or haggle [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAFING ACFGHIN CHAFE, to warm by rubbing [v] 

CHAGRIN ACGHINR to humiliate [v -NNED, -NED, -NNING, -NING, -S] 

CHAINED ACDEHIN CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v] 

CHAIRED ACDEHIR CHAIR, to install in office [v] 

CHALKED ACDEHKL CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

CHAMBER ABCEHMR to put in chamber (room) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMFER ACEFHMR to groove (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMOIS ACHIMOS to prepare leather like chamois [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMPED ACDEHMP CHAMP, to chew noisily [v] 

CHANCED ACCDEHN CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

CHANCES ACCEHNS CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

CHANGED ACDEGHN CHANGE, to make different [v] 

CHANGES ACEGHNS CHANGE, to make different [v] 

CHANNEL ACEHLNN to direct along some desired course [v -LLED, -ED, -LLING, -ING, -S] 

CHANTED ACDEHNT CHANT, to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [v] 

CHAPPED ACDEHPP CHAP, to split, crack, or redden [v] 

CHAPTER ACEHPRT to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARGED ACDEGHR CHARGE, to accuse formally [v] 

CHARGES ACEGHRS CHARGE, to accuse formally [v] 

CHARING ACGHINR CHARE, to do small jobs [v] 

CHARIOT ACHIORT to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARKED ACDEHKR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARMED ACDEHMR CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] 

CHARRED ACDEHRR CHAR, to burn slightly [v] 

CHARTED ACDEHRT CHART, to map out [v] 

CHARTER ACEHRRT to lease or hire [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CHASING ACGHINS CHASE, to pursue (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [v] 

CHASSED ACDEHSS CHASSE, to perform dance movement [v] 

CHASSES ACEHSSS CHASSE, to perform dance movement [v] 

CHASTEN ACEHNST to chastise (to discipline by punishment) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHATTED ACDEHTT CHAT, to converse informally [v] 

CHATTER ACEHRTT to talk rapidly and trivially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAUNTS ACHNSTU CHAUNT, to chant (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [v] 

CHAWING ACGHINW CHAW, to chew (to crush or grind with teeth) [v] 

CHEAPEN ACEEHNP to make cheap [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEATED ACDEEHT CHEAT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHECKED CCDEEHK CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

CHECKER CCEEHKR to mark with squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEEKED CDEEEHK CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v] 

CHEEPED CDEEEHP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHEERED CDEEEHR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEESED CDEEEHS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEESES CEEEHSS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEFFED CDEEFFH CHEF, to work as chef (chief cook) [v] 

CHEFING CEFGHIN CHEF, to work as chef (chief cook) [v] 

CHELATE ACEEHLT to combine metal ion with compound [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CHEQUER CEEHQRU to checker (to mark with squares) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHERISH CEHHIRS to hold dear [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CHEVIED CDEEHIV CHEVY, to chase about [v] 

CHEVIES CEEHISV CHEVY, to chase about [v] 

CHEWING CEGHINW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth [v] 

CHICANE ACCEHIN to trick by clever ruse [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CHICKEN CCEHIKN to lose one's nerve [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIDDEN CDDEHIN CHIDE, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] 

CHIDING CDGHIIN CHIDE, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] 

CHILLAX ACHILLX to calm down [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CHILLED CDEHILL CHILL, to make cold [v] 

CHIMING CGHIIMN CHIME, to ring harmoniously [v] 

CHINING CGHIINN CHINE, to cut through backbone of [v] 

CHINKED CDEHIKN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v] 

CHINNED CDEHINN CHIN, to hold with chin (lower part of face) [v] 

CHINSED CDEHINS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHINSES CEHINSS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHINWAG ACGHINW to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

CHIPPED CDEHIPP CHIP, to break small piece from [v] 

CHIPPER CEHIPPR to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIRKED CDEHIKR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHIRMED CDEHIMR CHIRM, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIRPED CDEHIPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CHIRRED CDEHIRR CHIRR, to make harsh, vibrant sound [v] / CHIRRE [v] 

CHIRRES CEHIRRS CHIRRE, to chirr (to make harsh, vibrant sound) [v] 

CHIRRUP CHIPRRU to chirp repeatedly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CHISELS CEHILSS CHISEL, to use chisel (cutting tool) [v] 

CHITTER CEHIRTT to twitter (to utter succession of chirping sounds) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIVARI ACHIIRV to chivaree (to perform mock serenade) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIVIED CDEHIIV CHIVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CHIVIES CEHIISV CHIVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CHOCKED CCDEHKO CHOCK, to secure with wedge of wood or metal [v] 

CHOIRED CDEHIOR CHOIR, to sing in unison [v] 

CHOKING CGHIKNO CHOKE, to impede breathing of [v] 

CHOMPED CDEHMOP CHOMP, to champ (to chew noisily) [v] 

CHOOSES CEHOOSS CHOOSE, to take by preference [v] 

CHOPPED CDEHOPP CHOP, to sever with sharp tool [v] 

CHOPPER CEHOPPR to travel by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHORDED CDDEHOR CHORD, to play chord (combination of three or more musical tones) [v] 

CHORING CGHINOR CHORE, to do small jobs [v] 

CHORTLE CEHLORT to chuckle with glee [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CHOUSED CDEHOSU CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

CHOUSES CEHOSSU CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

CHOWDER CDEHORW to make thick soup of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHOWING CGHINOW CHOW, to eat (to consume food) [v] 

CHOWSED CDEHOSW CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHOWSES CEHOSSW CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHROMED CDEHMOR CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHROMES CEHMORS CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHUCKED CCDEHKU CHUCK, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

CHUCKLE CCEHKLU to laugh quietly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CHUFFED CDEFFHU CHUFF, to chug (to move with dull explosive sound) [v] 

CHUGGED CDEGGHU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v] 

CHUMMED CDEHMMU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

CHUMPED CDEHMPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CHUNDER CDEHNRU to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHUNKED CDEHKNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CHUNTER CEHNRTU to mutter (to speak unclearly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHURNED CDEHNRU CHURN, to stir briskly in order to make butter [v] 

CHURRED CDEHRRU CHURR, to make vibrant sound [v] 

CHUSING CGHINSU CHUSE, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 

CHUTING CGHINTU CHUTE, to convey by chute (vertical passage) [v] 

CINCHED CCDEHIN CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CINCHES CCEHINS CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CINDERS CDEINRS CINDER, to reduce to cinders (ashes) [v] 

CIPHERS CEHIPRS CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CIRCLED CCDEILR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCLES CCEILRS CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCUIT CCIIRTU to move around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLABBER ABBCELR to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLACKED ACCDEKL CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 

CLADDED ACDDDEL CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 
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CLAGGED ACDEGGL CLAG, to clog (to block up or obstruct) [v] 

CLAIMED ACDEILM CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

CLAMBER ABCELMR to climb awkwardly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAMMED ACDELMM CLAM, to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks) [v] 

CLAMORS ACLMORS CLAMOR, to make loud outcries [v] 

CLAMOUR ACLMORU to clamor (to make loud outcries) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAMPED ACDELMP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLANGED ACDEGLN CLANG, to ring loudly [v] 

CLANGOR ACGLNOR to clang repeatedly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLANKED ACDEKLN CLANK, to make sharp, metallic sound [v] 

CLAPPED ACDELPP CLAP, to strike one palm against other [v] 

CLARIFY ACFILRY to make clear [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CLARION ACILNOR to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLASHED ACDEHLS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASHES ACEHLSS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASPED ACDELPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

CLASSED ACDELSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSES ACELSSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLATTER ACELRTT to move with rattling noise [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAUCHT ACCHLTU CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLAUGHT ACGHLTU to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAVERS ACELRSV CLAVER, to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v] 

CLAWING ACGILNW CLAW, to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails) [v] 

CLAYING ACGILNY CLAY, to treat with clay (fine-grained, earthy material) [v] 

CLEANED ACDEELN CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANSE ACEELNS to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CLEARED ACDEELR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

CLEATED ACDEELT CLEAT, to strengthen with strip of wood or iron [v] 

CLEAVED ACDEELV CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEAVES ACEELSV CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEEKED CDEEEKL CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLEFTED CDEEFLT CLEFT, CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEPING CEGILNP CLEPE, to call by name [v] 

CLERKED CDEEKLR CLERK, to serve as clerk (office worker) [v] 

CLEWING CEGILNW CLEW, to roll into ball [v] 

CLICKED CCDEIKL CLICK, to make short, sharp sound [v] 

CLIMBED BCDEILM CLIMB, to ascend (to go or move upward) [v] 

CLINGED CDEGILN CLING, to adhere closely [v] 

CLINKED CDEIKLN CLINK, to make soft, sharp, ringing sound [v] 

CLINKER CEIKLNR to form fused residue in burning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLIPPED CDEILPP CLIP, to trim by cutting [v] 

CLIQUED CDEILQU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLIQUES CEILQSU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLITTER CEILRTT to make thin rattling sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLOAKED ACDEKLO CLOAK, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

CLOBBER BBCELOR to trounce (to beat severely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CLOCKED CCDEKLO CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CLOGGED CDEGGLO CLOG, to block up or obstruct [v] 

CLOMPED CDELMOP CLOMP, to walk heavily and clumsily [v] 

CLONING CGILNNO CLONE, to reproduce by asexual means [v] 

CLONKED CDEKLNO CLONK, to make dull thumping sound [v] 

CLOPPED CDELOPP CLOP, to make sound of hoof striking pavement [v] 

CLOSETS CELOSST CLOSET, to enclose in private room [v] 

CLOSING CGILNOS CLOSE, to block against entry or passage [v] 

CLOSURE CELORSU to cloture (to end debate by calling for vote) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CLOTHED CDEHLOT CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLOTHES CEHLOST CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLOTTED CDELOTT CLOT, to form into clot (thick mass) [v] 

CLOTURE CELORTU to end debate by calling for vote [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CLOUDED CDDELOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v] 

CLOURED CDELORU CLOUR, to knock or bump [v] 

CLOUTED CDELOTU CLOUT, to hit with hand [v] 

CLOWNED CDELNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v] 

CLOYING CGILNOY CLOY, to gratify beyond desire [v] 

CLUBBED BBCDELU CLUB, to form club (organized group of persons) [v] 

CLUCKED CCDEKLU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 

CLUEING CEGILNU CLUE, to give guiding information [v] 

CLUMPED CDELMPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUNKED CDEKLNU CLUNK, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

CLUSTER CELRSTU to form into cluster (group of similar objects) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLUTTER CELRTTU to pile in disorderly state [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COACHED ACCDEHO COACH, to tutor or train [v] 

COACHES ACCEHOS COACH, to tutor or train [v] 

COACTED ACCDEOT COACT, to act together [v] 

COADMIT ACDIMOT to admit several things equally [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

COALIFY ACFILOY to convert into coal [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

COALING ACGILNO COAL, to supply with coal (carbon fuel) [v] 

COANNEX ACENNOX to annex jointly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

COAPTED ACDEOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v] 

COARSEN ACENORS to make coarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COASTED ACDEOST COAST, to slide down hill [v] 

COATING ACGINOT COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment) [v] 

COAXING ACGINOX COAX, to cajole (to persuade by flattery) [v] 

COBBLED BBCDELO COBBLE, to mend (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [v] 

COBBLES BBCELOS COBBLE, to mend (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [v] 

COBWEBS BBCEOSW COBWEB, to cover with cobwebs (spider webs) [v] 

COCHAIR ACCHIOR to serve jointly as chairman of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCKERS CCEKORS COCKER, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

COCKING CCGIKNO COCK, to tilt to one side [v] 

COCKLED CCDEKLO COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 

COCKLES CCEKLOS COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 

COCOONS CCNOOOS COCOON, to wrap or envelop tightly [v] 
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CODDING CDDGINO COD, to fool (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

CODDLED CDDDELO CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CODDLES CDDELOS CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CODRIVE CDEIORV to work as codriver [v -ROVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

CODROVE CDEOORV CODRIVE, to work as codriver [v] 

COEDITS CDEIOST COEDIT, to edit with another person [v] 

COEMPTS CEMOPST COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COENACT ACCENOT to enact jointly or at same time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COERCED CCDEEOR COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v] 

COERCES CCEEORS COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v] 

COERECT CCEEORT to erect together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEXERT CEEORTX to exert jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEXIST CEIOSTX to exist together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COFFERS CEFFORS COFFER, to put in strongbox [v] 

COFFING CFFGINO COFF, to buy (to purchase (to acquire by payment of money)) [v] 

COFFINS CFFINOS COFFIN, to put in coffin (burial case) [v] 

COFFLED CDEFFLO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COFFLES CEFFLOS COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COFOUND CDFNOOU to found jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COGGING CGGGINO COG, to cheat at dice [v] 

COGNISE CEGINOS to cognize (to become aware of in one's mind) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COGNIZE CEGINOZ to become aware of in one's mind [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COHABIT ABCHIOT to live together as man and wife while unmarried [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COHEADS ACDEHOS COHEAD, to head jointly [v] 

COHERED CDEEHOR COHERE, to stick together [v] 

COHERES CEEHORS COHERE, to stick together [v] 

COHOSTS CHOOSST COHOST, to host jointly [v] 

COIFFED CDEFFIO COIFFE, to coif (to style hair) [v] 

COIFFES CEFFIOS COIFFE, to coif (to style hair) [v] 

COIFING CFGIINO COIF, to style hair [v] 

COIGNED CDEGINO COIGN, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] / COIGNE [v] 

COIGNES CEGINOS COIGNE, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] 

COILING CGIILNO COIL, to wind in even rings [v] 

COINFER CEFINOR to infer jointly [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

COINING CGIINNO COIN, to make coins (metal currency) [v] 

COINTER CEINORT to bury together [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

COJOINS CIJNOOS COJOIN, to join together [v] 

COLEADS ACDELOS COLEAD, to lead jointly [v] 

COLLAGE ACEGLLO to arrange materials in collage (kind of artistic composition) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

COLLARS ACLLORS COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v] 

COLLATE ACELLOT to compare critically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COLLECT CCELLOT to bring together in group [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COLLETS CELLOST COLLET, to set gem in rim or ring [v] 

COLLIDE CDEILLO to come together with violent impact [v -D, -DING, -S] 

COLLIED CDEILLO COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COLLIES CEILLOS COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 
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COLLUDE CDELLOU to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

COLORED CDELOOR COLOR, to give color (visual attribute of objects) to [v] 

COLOURS CLOORSU COLOUR, to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [v] 

COMAKES ACEKMOS COMAKE, to serve as comaker for another's loan [v] 

COMBATS ABCMOST COMBAT, to fight against [v] 

COMBINE BCEIMNO to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

COMBING BCGIMNO COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument) [v] 

COMBUST BCMOSTU to burn (to destroy by fire) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMFORT CFMOORT to soothe in time of grief [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

COMMAND ACDMMNO to direct with authority [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

COMMEND CDEMMNO to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMMENT CEMMNOT to remark (to say or write briefly or casually) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMMITS CIMMOST COMMIT, to do, perform, or perpetrate [v] 

COMMIXT CIMMOTX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COMMOVE CEMMOOV to move violently [v -D, -VING, -S] 

COMMUNE CEMMNOU to converse intimately [v -D, -NING, -S] 

COMMUTE CEMMOTU to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COMPACT ACCMOPT to pack closely together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPANY ACMNOPY to associate with [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

COMPARE ACEMOPR to represent as similar [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COMPART ACMOPRT to divide into parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPASS ACMOPSS to go around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPEER CEEMOPR to equal or match [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPELS CELMOPS COMPEL, to urge forcefully [v] 

COMPERE CEEMOPR to act as master of ceremonies [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COMPETE CEEMOPT to vie (to strive for superiority) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COMPILE CEILMOP to collect into volume [v -D, -LING, -S] 

COMPING CGIMNOP COMP, to play jazz accompaniment [v] 

COMPLEX CELMOPX to make complex [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

COMPLOT CLMOOPT to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

COMPORT CMOOPRT to conduct oneself in certain way [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPOSE CEMOOPS to form substance of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COMPOST CMOOPST to fertilize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPTED CDEMOPT COMPT, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

COMPUTE CEMOPTU to calculate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONCAVE ACCENOV to make concave (curving inward) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CONCEAL ACCELNO to keep from sight or discovery [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

CONCEDE CCDEENO to acknowledge as true [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CONCEIT CCEINOT to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCERN CCENNOR to be of interest to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCERT CCENORT to plan (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCOCT CCCNOOT to prepare by combining ingredients [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCURS CCNORSU CONCUR, to agree (to have same opinion) [v] 

CONCUSS CCNOSSU to injure brain by violent blow [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CONDEMN CDEMNNO to criticize severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONDOLE CDELNOO to mourn (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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CONDONE CDENNOO to forgive or overlook [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CONDUCE CCDENOU to contribute to result [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CONDUCT CCDNOTU to lead or guide [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFABS ABCFNOS CONFAB, to chat (to converse informally) [v] 

CONFECT CCEFNOT to prepare from various ingredients [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFERS CEFNORS CONFER, to bestow (to present as gift) [v] 

CONFESS CEFNOSS to acknowledge or disclose [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CONFIDE CDEFINO to reveal in trust or confidence [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CONFINE CEFINNO to shut within enclosure [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CONFIRM CFIMNOR to assure validity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFORM CFMNOOR to become same or similar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFUSE CEFNOSU to mix up mentally [v -D, -SING, -S]  

CONFUTE CEFNOTU to disprove (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONGAED ACDEGNO CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v] 

CONGEAL ACEGLNO to change from fluid to solid [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONGEED CDEEGNO CONGEE, to bow politely [v] 

CONGEES CEEGNOS CONGEE, to bow politely [v] 

CONGEST CEGNOST to fill to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONJOIN CIJNNOO to join together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONJURE CEJNORU to summon spirit [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CONKING CGIKNNO CONK, to hit on head [v] 

CONNECT CCENNOT to join together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONNING CGINNNO CON, to study carefully [v] / CONN, to direct steering of ship [v] 

CONNIVE CEINNOV to feign ignorance of wrongdoing [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CONNOTE CENNOOT to imply another meaning besides literal one [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONQUER CENOQRU to overcome by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSENT CENNOST to permit or approve [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSIGN CGINNOS to give over to another's care [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSIST CINOSST to be made up or composed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSOLE CELNOOS to comfort (to soothe in time of grief) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CONSORT CNOORST to keep company [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSULT CLNOSTU to ask opinion of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSUME CEMNOSU to use up [v -D, -MING, -S] 

CONTACT ACCNOTT to communicate with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTAIN ACINNOT to hold within [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTEMN CEMNNOT to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTEND CDENNOT to vie (to strive for superiority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTENT CENNOTT to satisfy (to provide fully with what is desired, expected, or needed) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTEST CENOSTT to compete for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTORT CNOORTT to twist out of shape [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTOUR CNOORTU to make outline of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTROL CLNOORT to exercise authority over [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

CONTUSE CENOSTU to bruise (to injure without breaking surface of skin) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CONVECT CCENOTV to transfer heat by process of circulation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONVENE CEENNOV to assemble (to come or bring together) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CONVENT CENNOTV to convene (to assemble (to come or bring together)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CONVERT CENORTV to change into another form [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONVEYS CENOSVY CONVEY, to transport [v] 

CONVICT CCINOTV to prove guilty [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONVOKE CEKNOOV to cause to assemble [v -D, -KING, -S] 

CONVOYS CNOOSVY CONVOY, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

COOEYED CDEEOOY COOEY, to cooee (to cry out shrilly) [v] 

COOKING CGIKNOO COOK, to prepare food by heating [v] 

COOLING CGILNOO COOL, to make less warm [v] 

COOPERS CEOOPRS COOPER, to make or mend barrels [v] 

COOPING CGINOOP COOP, to confine (to shut within enclosure) [v] 

COOPTED CDEOOPT COOPT, to elect or appoint [v] 

COPILOT CILOOPT to act as assistant pilot [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPLOTS CLOOPST COPLOT, to plot together [v] 

COPPERS CEOPPRS COPPER, to cover with copper (metallic element) [v] 

COPPICE CCEIOPP to cause to grow in form of coppice (thicket) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COPPING CGINOPP COP, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

COPYCAT ACCOPTY to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

COPYING CGINOPY COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v] 

COQUETS CEOQSTU COQUET, to flirt (to behave amorously without serious intent) [v] 

CORBELS BCELORS CORBEL, to provide wall with bracket [v] 

CORDING CDGINOR CORD, to fasten with cord (thin rope) [v] 

CORDONS CDNOORS CORDON, to form barrier around [v] 

CORKING CGIKNOR CORK, to stop up [v] 

CORNERS CENORRS CORNER, to gain control of [v] 

CORNICE CCEINOR to decorate with molding [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CORNIFY CFINORY to form keratin [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CORNING CGINNOR CORN, to preserve with salt [v] 

CORNROW CNOORRW to braid hair tightly in rows close to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORRADE ACDEORR to erode (to wear away by constant friction) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CORRALS ACLORRS CORRAL, to place livestock in corral (enclosure) [v] 

CORRECT CCEORRT make free from error [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORRODE CDEOORR to eat away gradually [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CORRUPT COPRRTU to subvert honesty or integrity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORSETS CEORSST CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v] 

COSHERS CEHORSS COSHER, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

COSHING CGHINOS COSH, to bludgeon (to hit with club) [v] 

COSIGNS CGINOSS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

COSSETS CEOSSST COSSET, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

COSTARS ACORSST COSTAR, to star with another actor [v] 

COSTING CGINOST COST, to estimate price for production of [v] 

COSTUME CEMOSTU to supply with costume (style of dress) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

COSYING CGINOSY COSY, to cozy (to attempt to get on friendly terms) [v] 

COTTAGE ACEGOTT to vacation at small house [v -D, -GING, -S] 

COTTONS CNOOSTT COTTON, to take liking [v] 

COUCHED CCDEHOU COUCH, to put into words [v] 

COUCHES CCEHOSU COUCH, to put into words [v] 
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COUGHED CDEGHOU COUGH, to expel air from lungs noisily [v] 

COULDST CDLOSTU CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [v] 

COUNSEL CELNOSU to advise (to give advice to) [v -LLED, -LED, -LLING, -LING, -S] 

COUNTED CDENOTU COUNT, to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total [v] 

COUNTER CENORTU to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COUPING CGINOPU COUP, to overturn (to turn over) [v] 

COUPLED CDELOPU COUPLE, to unite in pairs [v] 

COUPLES CELOPSU COUPLE, to unite in pairs [v] 

COURIER CEIORRU to send or transport by messenger [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COURSED CDEORSU COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

COURSES CEORSSU COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

COURTED CDEORTU COURT, to woo (to seek affection of) [v] 

COVERED CDEEORV COVER, to place something over or upon [v] 

COVETED CDEEOTV COVET, to desire greatly [v] 

COWBOYS BCOOSWY COWBOY, to tend cattle or horses [v] 

COWERED CDEEORW COWER, to cringe (to shrink in fear) [v] 

COWHIDE CDEHIOW to flog with leather whip [v -D, -DING, -S] 

COWLING CGILNOW COWL, to cover with hood [v] 

COWRITE CEIORTW to collaborate in writing [v -ROTE, -RITTEN, -ING, -S] 

COWROTE CEOORTW COWRITE, to collaborate in writing [v] 

COZENED CDEENOZ COZEN, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

COZYING CGINOYZ COZY, to attempt to get on friendly terms [v] 

CRAALED AACDELR CRAAL, to kraal (to pen in type of enclosure) [v] 

CRABBED ABBCDER CRAB, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

CRACKED ACCDEKR CRACK, to break without dividing into parts [v] 

CRACKLE ACCEKLR to make succession of snapping sounds [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRADLED ACDDELR CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] 

CRADLES ACDELRS CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] 

CRAFTED ACDEFRT CRAFT, to make by hand [v] 

CRAMMED ACDEMMR CRAM, to fill or pack tightly [v] 

CRAMPED ACDEMPR CRAMP, to restrain or confine [v] 

CRANING ACGINNR CRANE, to stretch out one's neck [v] 

CRANKED ACDEKNR CRANK, to start manually [v] 

CRANKLE ACEKLNR to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRAPING ACGINPR CRAPE, to crepe (to frizz hair) [v] 

CRAPPED ACDEPPR CRAP, to throw 2, 3, or 12 in dice game [v] 

CRASHED ACDEHRS CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

CRASHES ACEHRSS CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

CRATERS ACERRST CRATER, to form cavities in surface [v] 

CRATING ACGINRT CRATE, to put in packing box [v] 

CRAUNCH ACCHNRU to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CRAVENS ACENRSV CRAVEN, to make cowardly [v] 

CRAVING ACGINRV CRAVE, to desire greatly [v] 

CRAWLED ACDELRW CRAWL, to move with body on or near ground [v] 

CRAYONS ACNORSY CRAYON, to use drawing implement [v] 

CRAZING ACGINRZ CRAZE, to make insane [v] 
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CREAKED ACDEEKR CREAK, to squeak (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [v] 

CREAMED ACDEEMR CREAM, to form cream (part of milk) [v] 

CREASED ACDEERS CREASE, to make fold or wrinkle in [v] 

CREASES ACEERSS CREASE, to make fold or wrinkle in [v] 

CREATED ACDEERT CREATE, to cause to exist [v] 

CREATES ACEERST CREATE, to cause to exist [v] 

CREDITS CDEIRST CREDIT, to accept as true [v] 

CREELED CDEEELR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v] 

CREEPED CDEEEPR CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v] 

CREMATE ACEEMRT to reduce to ashes by burning [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CRENELS CEELNRS CRENEL, to provide with crenelles [v] 

CREPING CEGINPR CREPE, to frizz hair [v] 

CRESTED CDEERST CREST, to reach crest (peak) [v] 

CREWING CEGINRW CREW, to serve aboard ship [v] 

CRIBBED BBCDEIR CRIB, to confine closely [v] 

CRICKED CCDEIKR CRICK, to cause spasm of neck [v] 

CRICKET CCEIKRT to play cricket (ball game) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRIMPED CDEIMPR CRIMP, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

CRIMPLE CEILMPR to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRIMSON CIMNORS to make crimson (red color) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRINGED CDEGINR CRINGE, to shrink in fear [v] 

CRINGES CEGINRS CRINGE, to shrink in fear [v] 

CRINKLE CEIKLNR to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRIPPLE CEILPPR to disable or impair [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRISPED CDEIPRS CRISP, to make crisp [v] 

CRISPEN CEINPRS to make crisp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CROAKED ACDEKOR CROAK, to utter low, hoarse sound [v] 

CROCHET CCEHORT to do type of needlework [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CROCKED CCDEKOR CROCK, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

CROFTED CDEFORT CROFT, to farm on small tenant farm [v] 

CROOKED CDEKOOR CROOK, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v] 

CROONED CDENOOR CROON, to sing softly [v] 

CROPPED CDEOPPR CROP, to cut off short [v] 

CROQUET CEOQRTU to drive ball away in certain game [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CROSSED CDEORSS CROSS, to intersect [v] 

CROSSES CEORSSS CROSS, to intersect [v] 

CROWBAR ABCORRW to use steel bar as lever [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CROWDED CDDEORW CROWD, to press into insufficient space [v] 

CROWING CGINORW CROW, to boast (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [v] 

CROWNED CDENORW CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece) [v] 

CRUCIFY CCFIRUY to put to death on cross [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CRUDDED CDDDERU CRUD, to curd (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

CRUISED CDEIRSU CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CRUISES CEIRSSU CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CRUMBED BCDEMRU CRUMB, to break into crumbs (small pieces) [v] 

CRUMBLE BCELMRU to break into small pieces [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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CRUMPED CDEMPRU CRUMP, to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CRUMPLE CELMPRU to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRUSADE ACDERSU to engage in holy war [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CRUSHED CDEHRSU CRUSH, to press or squeeze out of shape [v] 

CRUSHES CEHRSSU CRUSH, to press or squeeze out of shape [v] 

CRUSTED CDERSTU CRUST, to form crust (hardened outer surface) [v] 

CUBBING BBCGINU CUB, to give birth to young of certain animals [v] 

CUCKOLD CCDKLOU to make cuckold (cornuto) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUCKOOS CCKOOSU CUCKOO, to repeat monotonously [v] 

CUDDLED CDDDELU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

CUDDLES CDDELSU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

CUDGELS CDEGLSU CUDGEL, to beat with heavy club [v] 

CUFFING CFFGINU CUFF, to furnish with cuff (part of sleeve) [v] 

CUIRASS ACIRSSU to cover with type of armor [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CUITTLE CEILTTU to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CULLIED CDEILLU CULLY, to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

CULLIES CEILLSU CULLY, to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

CULLING CGILLNU CULL, to select from others [v] 

CULMING CGILMNU CULM, to form hollow stem [v] 

CULTURE CELRTUU to make fit for raising crops [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CULVERT CELRTUV to channel stream through conduit [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUMBERS BCEMRSU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMMING CGIMMNU CUM, offensive word [v] 

CUPELED CDEELPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPOLAS ACLOPSU CUPOLA, to shape like dome [v] 

CUPPING CGINPPU CUP, to place in cup (small, open container) [v] 

CURATED ACDERTU CURATE, to act as curator of [v] 

CURATES ACERSTU CURATE, to act as curator of [v] 

CURBING BCGINRU CURB, to restrain (to hold back from action) [v] 

CURDING CDGINRU CURD, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

CURDLED CDDELRU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CURDLES CDELRSU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CURETTE CEERTTU to treat with curet [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

CURLING CGILNRU CURL, to form into ringlets [v] 

CURRIED CDEIRRU CURRIE, to prepare food certain way [v] / CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

CURRIES CEIRRSU CURRIE, to prepare food certain way [v] / CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

CURRING CGINRRU CURR, to purr (to utter low, vibrant sound) [v] 

CURSING CGINRSU CURSE, to wish evil upon [v] 

CURTAIL ACILRTU to cut short [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CURTAIN ACINRTU to provide with hanging piece of fabric [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CURTSEY CERSTUY to curtsy (to bow politely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CURVETS CERSTUV CURVET, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

CURVING CGINRUV CURVE, to deviate from straightness [v] 

CUSHION CHINOSU to pad with soft material [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUSSING CGINSSU CUSS, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

CUTTING CGINTTU CUT, to divide into parts with sharp-edged instrument [v] 



  Where The Action Is 
ALL 7-LETTER VERBS (a word that conveys an action, an occurrence, or a state of being) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

CUTTLED CDELTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

CUTTLES CELSTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

CYANIDE ACDEINY to treat ore with cyanid [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CYCLING CCGILNY CYCLE, to ride bicycle [v] 

CYCLIZE CCEILYZ to form one or more rings in chemical compound [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CYPHERS CEHPRSY CYPHER, to cipher (to solve problems in arithmetic) [v] 

 


